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QUESTION 1
Certkiller .com has indicated they would like an easy-to-use suite of tools that provides
the IT administrator the ability to view and track processors, disk and memory
components of their remote i5/OS, AIX, Linux and Windows systems. Which of the
following address the customer's need?
A. Patrol for System i
B. System I Access for Web
C. IBM Systems Director
D. IBM Websphere Portal
Answer: C
QUESTION 2
Certkiller .com has been experiencing unauthorized activities on their network servers.
Which of the following i5/OS V6R1 enhancements should be investigated?
A. I5/OS base Network Exit Points
B. IBM Systems Director Firewall Monitor
C. IBM Secure Perspectives
D. Intrusion Detection and Prevention
Answer: D
QUESTION 3
A 520 customer has 3 stand-alone Windows servers that must be replaced by newer
technology servers. The company strategy must drastically reduce operating costs. Which
of the following integration solutions address this company's strategy?
A. 3 Integrated xSeries servers in the 520 system unit
B. iSCSI with BladeCenter H + 3 HS22 blades
C. 3 System x servers attached via one Integrated xSeries Adapter
D. BladeCenter S +3 HS21 Blades
Answer: D
QUESTION 4
An 890 customer has outgrown its capacity. The customer has asked for help in exploring
POWER6 upgrade options while retaining the server serial number. Which of the
following solutions should be recommended?
A. The 890 serial number can only retained by purchasing RPQ 5799-RET
B. The 890 system licensed program products can be transferred to a new POWER6
system
C. The 890 serial number can be retained only with CBU POWER6 550, 570 and 595
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D. The 890 Serial number can be retained with POWER6 model 550, 570 and 595
Answer: B
QUESTION 5
Which solution will provide concurrent access to both copies of the data?
A. Independent ASPs
B. Cross Site Mirroring (XSM)
C. PowerHA Cluster Manager (HASM) with Metro Mirror
D. PowerHA iCluster
Answer: D
QUESTION 6
An IT manager is budgeting for the upcoming year and has indicated an interest in
learning more about the latest hardware and i5/OS. The current system supports 35 users
running both i5/OS and AIX applications.
Which of the following is the appropriate next step?
A. Run the Economic Replacement Tool suing the customer's current Hardware
Maintenance and software Maintenance as a basis to develop an effective upgrade
proposal
B. Create configurations comparing an upgrade with a replacement and schedule a
meeting to review with the customer
C. Set up a Power Systems product review for the IT manager and invite the company
President and other decision makers in the company to the review
D. Schedule a meeting with the IT manager to identify the customer growth requirements
including business growth and schedule a meeting with the IT manager to identify the
customer growth requirements including business growth and changes, new applications
or acquisitions.
Answer: D
QUESTION 7
A prospect complains about current expenses for the storage administration on windows
servers. Which of the following disk storage statements addresses a Windows server
consolidation solution using a Power Systems server and i5/OS?
A. Disks uses by i5/OS do not require defragmentation and reorganization
B. Single level storage organizes windows files in order of size, eliminating the need for
disk reorganization
C. Storage defragmentation and reorganization is simplified via System i Systems
Director Navigator
D. iSCSI automatically reorganizes disk spaces for the windows partitions
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Answer: A
QUESTION 8
The IT Manager of a fast growing company with a 520 call to order another FC #0595
expansion unit in a rack. This is the second FC #0595 order from this customer within the
past three months. What first action should the power systems seller take?
A. Recommend the IBM no-charge validation service via the Internet using the system
planning tool intergration feature.
B. Recommend the IBM no-charge validation service using the system planning tool
integration feature managed by a member of the seller power systems technical team.
C. Set up a meeting to explore capabilities of V6R1, smart fibre adapters and the new
282GB disk drives
D. Obtain a rack configuration and assess future growth requirements, trends, changes
and new application requirements
Answer: D
QUESTION 9
Certkiller .com is concerned about long recovery time in the event of an outage. The
customer has requested the design of an in-house Disaster Recovery solution and wants a
2-4 hour recovery window.
In addition to a second system, which of the following should the customer consider as
the solution is designed?
A. Network bandwidth requirements between the production and DR servers will be
minimal due to transaction duplication
B. The customer should verify the third-party software licensing compliance status on the
second server
C. The customer IBM software licensing charges will double with the second server
D. The DR server will need more memory and CPU resources due to the fact that every
transaction on the production server will be duplicated
Answer: B
QUESTION 10
As the result of a merger, Certkiller .com has two POWER6 550s at V6R1 and needs to
merge business applications from both companies. Both companies have IBM DS6800
SANs. The CIO would like to establish a temporary environment to evaluate various
integration options without disrupting existing implementations and support structures.
Processor, memory and disk capacity are available and the CIO would prefer to minimize
hardware changes and cost until the evaluations are completed.
Which of the following addresses this set of requirements?
A. Create i5/OS partitions using the spare CPW and memory capacity. Obtain a short
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